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STAFF REPORTER

ContractorJimBurbysaidUCFisthrowingaway $12,000becauseitisgoingwith
a higher bidder for the refurnishing of the
Administration Building.
He said the university should have
either taken his bid or an even lower one.
The Administration Building is undergoing major construction and refurnishing
to create open office space. Burby's bid to
refurnish the building totaled $141,000.
However, UCF chose to use a company
whose bid was $153,000. Burby said UCF
ideally should have gone with the lowest
bidder of$125,000.
"Getting the order is not important to

is that the school gets the most for its ~mbmittedparticleboardsurfaces.Wmstead
money. No college can afford to throw added that with all the heavy computers
away that kind of money."
and equipment that sits on
Jack Winstead, director ~~~~~~~~~ thedesks,theyneededsomeof purchasing, said the pur"The university thing stronger.
But Burby said he has
chasing committee did not
pickBurby'sbidorthelower
is penalizing
been in this busin~ss for 20
bids because they did not
itself. "
years and is an expert.
meet legal specifications.
'Theproductmeetsspeci"He did not include techfl.cations," he said. 'The uninical details," Winstead
·Jim Burby versity is penalizingitse1£"
said. "It's unfortunate. We
CONTRACTOR
Dan Coleman, who is in
would like to save money
charge of refurnishing the
but the manufacturers who
building, said the review
submitted Burby's bid failed to meet processwasappropriateandthatBurby's
specifications."
bid was incomplete.
For example, UCF wanted an all-steel
Burby conceded that his dealer did

University gets
the asbestos out

incidental," he insisted. ''That information would not have affected the price."
Coleman said he had three different
bids from Burby and that each one was
only one to two pages long.
''We needed to make sure all the materials were there," Coleman said .
Burby said the committee picked the
other bidder to return a favor, but Joyce
Clampitt, associate vice president for
Administration and Finance, defended
the purchasing committee.
''The bidding process was done with
good, sound ethical purposes in mind,"
Clampitt said. "They were acting in good
faith - all in terms of getting the best
product at the cheapest price."

UCF lends a hand to
Florida Film Festival
by Suzanne Lake
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Benita E. Swanson
Recent renovations and fire code violation corrections have prompted asbestos removal from the Administration Building and several dormitories on campus.
Renovations to the Administration Building, which
have been on the university's capital improvement
project list for nearly five years, began this summer
when funds were received from the State's Public
Education Capital Outlay budget. Fire code violatiqns
and asbestos presence are also being corrected. ·
The fire marshal -reported in 1987 that UCF had
open stairwells without an indoor sprinkler system, in
addition to other minor fire code violations. The administration thought it best to wait to correct the fire
violations until funds were available.
"It is important to know that fire codes change every
three years and are often minor problems that can be
con-ected the same day," said James Uhlir, assistant
director of Environmental Health and Safety.
By law, any remodeled or renovated buildings must
be checked for asbestos, according to Hugh Ivie, director of Environmental Health and Safety. Because of
this, the Administration Building is being cleared of
any asbestos found during the renovating process.
Polk and Osceola halls are being cleared of asbestos
this summer and the Administration Building will be
completely cleared of asbestos by spring 1993. Uhlir
said the majority of asbestos will be gone from campus
within five years.
The process of asbestos removal can be costly and has
been forthe university. 'This institution has already spent
approximately $177,000 in the removal process," Ivie said.
"Fortunately for UCF faculty and students, this
institution is far ahead of other college campuses in

A handful ofUCF faculty
and students are playing an
important role in the first
annual Florida Film Festival, running this week at the
Enzian Theater in Maitland.
The showcase of international films were previously
reviewed by a film ·selection
committee, which included
three UCF Motion Pictures Division professors: Dr.
Charles Harpole, Jacki Morie, and Dr. Mary Johnson.
'.rhe three professors are positive about their input at
the Enzian. ''This festival is a natural marriage of the
educational goals oftwo great
Orlando
institutions,"
Harpole said. "Both are devoted to the art of cinema."
He added, "The event should
build more rapidly a film culture in Orlando."
Sutts like this must be worn so workers do not
Another UCF effort
inhale asbestOS particles. (Michael DeHoog/FUTURE)
was the creation of the Festival trailer. Morie and Profestheir asbestos removal process," Uhlir said. He said
sor Bob Jones teamed up with
this is "partly because the school is a lot younger and
animation students Jason
may have less asbestos than some other campuses. Ivie
Winkler
Wolpert, Todd Peleg and Sean
added that there has not been any asbestos used as an
to
create
this
introductory
computer animation.
Ghannam
insulatorin UCFcampusbuildings since CEBAI was built.
Amongthe guest list at the event are famed directors
The university has had to remove any remnants of
asbestos from campus dormitories and buildings used RObert Wise, Michael Apted
by students and faculty. All campus buildings are and Oliver Stone. Other speconstantly being surveyed for traces of asbestOs. "It is cial guests include Shannen
likely that this dormantnatriral rock will not cause any Doherty (Beverly Hills
ASBESTOS continued page 2 90210), David Ogden Stiers
(M*A*S*H),
Drew
Barrymore and Henry
Winkler. On opening night
proposed by George Bush last Sep. 30 and now under the June 5, Oliver Stone atdirection ofOrlando Mayor Bill Frederick and Walt Disney tracted a flock of press and
Attractions Chairman Dick Nunis.
spectators. Vounteer helpThe official definition of a City of Light is "a city in ers were needed to control
Barrymore
which every citizen is engaged in direct and consequen- the crowd.
tial acts of community service aimed at solving serious
UCF students Terry Weber and Mike Kalvoda
social problems central to the life of the city." ·
volunteered their time throughout the week. Though
In a nutshell, Orlando's mission as the nation's first Kalvoda spent a lot of time manning the merchandise
LIGHT continued page 3
FEST continued page 2

Orlando ready for City of Light ceremony ·
by Savannah Miiier
NEWS EDITOR
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The big mystery about just what exactly this whole
City of Light concept is will be revealed Thursday as
members of the Orlando community join for The Celebration at the Expo Center.
So far, billboards and posters enblazoned with the big
~&U"logoareallmostpeopleknowaboutthisnewconcept,

CLASSIFIEDS page 6
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SG approves funds for student club's film project
Jennifer M. ·eurgess
STAFF REPORTER

Lights! Camera! Action! The Cinematography Association is filming a
new movie thanks to funding received
from Student Government Senate:
The senate passed a bill May 31
allotting $2,500 to fund "Lief-Life," a
movie created by the UCF Cinematography Association.
The movie is about a writer reflecting
upon his life.
"He remembers his life as being tragic,

as everything going wrong," said Cecilia
Mendonca, the film's producer.
The film is a 30-minute comedy written and directed by UCF student Carl
Juliao. It features UCF students as part
of the crew and cast. The campus is also
one of several filming locations.
Acrording to Mendonca, the crew and
cast are not paid for their work on the film.
Sen. Jeremy Jungreis,. creator of the
bill, said support ofthe association's film
is important because it is "the only campus organization which provides handson film experience for those pursuing

Jungreis added that the university recareers in the film industry."
The Cinematography Association has ceived recognition.
According to Mendonca, the money
more than 100 members and, according
obtained from SG will cover the
to Mendonca, the movie "is a ...
good project for people involved r.==l=-===j~\ cost of buying and processing
• cmema
•
~
m
to work on."
·,I-~
--r1': ·{ $' \!' ; the film. The total cost to create
1
the film is $8,800.
"The Cinematography Asso- . ~- v;vt
The additional money
ciation is the real focus of film- ' ..... ~ ~4r'
makers at UCF," Jungreisadded.
~Student
needed for production was pro''T"ick'its, " a movie pro d uce d
Govcnuncnt
vided by a grant and by money
raised and donated by memby the association last year, also
received SG funding. The movie was bers association members.
Mendonca said that the final editing
reviewed in several local newspapers,
including The Orlando Sentinel. of the film will be done in A~st_ __
•

FEST

ASBESTOS

FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGE 1

table, he said he would rather have done something a little more important sue~ as escorting
one ofthe directors around the Orlando area. But,
he said, "Harpole gets to do that."
UCF student films will be showcased at 5 p.m.
June 10. Filmmakers include Ed Sanchez, Michael
Monello, Pete Rohan, Michael Bradley, Cecilia
Mendonca, Rick Jansen, Maria Erades, Mary
Foster and Jenni Gold.
These showings are open to the public.
The Enzian Theater is located in Maitland
on Hwy. 17-92, across the street from The
Bubble Roo.m. Call 629-1088 or 644-4662 for
more information.

future problems ifit is not irritated," Ivie said.
"The fact that students tack things into and
onto walls to decorate is a prime factor in
loosening the rock substance into air circulation," he added.
Ifthe rock is disturbed, its particles enter the
air where they can be inhaled and possibly
linger in the aveoli sacs of lungs. These toxic
particles can cause cancer, asthma, emphysema and even death.
"The facts still conclude that traces of asbestos in lung tissues are not visible until 20 or 30
years after the small particles have been inhaled," I vie said.

•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,
ANDMOVlES

•THE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE
•ONCOUNTYBUSROU1E

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUT ON ALAFAYA)

273-4097

For All Your

Eye Care Needs.

The Central Aorida Future, the student newspaper for UCF, is currently seeking students interested
in earning money while gaining practical experience in the area of advertising sales.

•
•
•
•

Benefits include:

• Generous commissions • Flexible work schedule
• Potential to advance to position of Advertising Manager in fall.
These positions are open to any UCF student with an interest in advertising account sales as well as building .a strong resume.

Please contact Sharon Thomas at (407) 823-2601 or stop by the CFF Business Office on Libra Drive.

EdHorial positions available

•

Complete Eye Exams
Contact Lenses
Prescription Glasses
Sunglasses

•

2911 Red Bug Road• Casselberry• (407) 695-2020
Major Credit Cards Accepted

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

OUTLET

Mall2
363-4670

..

• •

ALL UCF STUDENTS

The Central Florida Future has the
following paid staff opening~ available:

•

•

200Jo OFF EYEWEAR FOR

Outlet World

•

OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:

for paid work and experience in advertising sales with opportunities for advancement.

Fa~tory

•

1 MONTH FREE

Looking for students majoring in:

Belz

•

WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT WITH
CARPET. DRAPES, CEN1RALAIR/HEAT, WITH ALL

Marketing and Advertising - Finance - Management - Marketing - sales related courses of study

Copy Editor: Responsible for editing all incoming articles and related infonnation to comply with
Associated Press standards. Candidates need strong journalistic
background and will be tested for
ability. This position will open in
the fall.
. Featur~s Editor: Responsible for
all aspects of the features department (including Collage and Confetti magazine in the fall). Candidate should be be creative with
potential article ldeas, have strong
writing and editing skills, and be
actively involved in all areas of
social humanities. This position is
open immediately.

•

,p

•
•

•

•

J

•

10% student discount on regula~ merchandise with UC~D

•
•

•

.

.

Experience preferred but will
train the right persorL

Please call 823-6397 or visit
the CFF Editorial Office
located behind the former art
domes by Libra Drive

let us handle your personal hair care needs.

•

COST CUTTERS®
(FAMILY HAIR CARE)
"We Deliver"
11794 East Colonial Dr.

ti~
~~) PIZZA 8c SUBS
273-9676
2 P'~:"o~ubiel>:P.;r~il- ihls-~;k-~i;- r-; s-;cill; ;e:;-.
I
I
I
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I
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10 % STUDENT DISCOUNT

(comer of AJafaya & E Colonial • behind Wendy's)

I
I
I._
I

2 Large
2 Small
$9.95
$5.49
2 Medium

I

· 95
S6Necessary
Coupon

I
I

one arge . tzza
two toppings
$4• 95

I
I
I

$6 49
•

I
I
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_________ ... __________ .... _________ ....
Original Round Pizza Only

De/lr'!l"Y $1.50 Extra. Not

Coupon Necessary

Coupon Necessary

Original Round Pizza Only

oo/rd ur'other coupon.Tu I Dellue.ry $1.50 Extra. Not oo/ld ufother coupon~16 1 Delluery $1.50 Extra. Not oolld ur'other coupon;16 I

Off our regular low prices for salon
quality haircutS, services and products

679-6766
Open Dail~

•

SUNCREST CENTER
University Blvd.

•

•
•

&
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•
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Independent candidates draw on voter ire
H. Ross Perot attracts
thousands to fairgrounds
by Jennifer M. Burgess

Area residents band to form alternative party
by Bill Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

STAFF REPORTER

Thousands of supporters attended a
Ross Perot support rally at the Central
Florida Fairgrounds May 29.
The Orlando rally was transmitted
via satellite to six states.
At the rally, Perot, the undeclared
independent presidential candidate, told
thousands of supporters that, if elected
president, he would reduce the federal
deficit, provide jobs to the unemployed
and make the words "Made in the USA"
mean quality.
"If you're breathing, I want you working," he said.
In response to recent riots, he said
that the different nationalities have previously been a strength for America. He
is opposed to having a nation of people
that fight one another.
"We have to make the melting pot
work," he said.
In response to his increasing number
of supporters, Perot also said that political pros still do not know what hit them.
"In plain Texas talk, they ain't seen
nothing yet," he said.

AccordingtoTom Colazzo, the job for
a new political party is easy.
"All we need to do is get that 75
percent of people who don't vote to vote
for U$," he said. ''What we want to focus
on is the 75 percent of the people who
aren't interested. Apparently they're
dissatisfied with the two-party system."
Colazzo, a graduate of UCF, teaches
political sciences courses atValencia Community College. He is also the founder of
the Renaissance Party, a group that chartered itselflast April and is trying to rally
support, primarily through those involved
in the educational process.
"Historically, the birth of any party
is slow," Colazzo said. He said one flaw
other independent parties fall prey to is
trying to start nationally. Yet, while the
Renaissance Party focuses its attention
at the local level first and foremost, it
still has a national platform.
"fve researched it to become a major
party, but we want to establish a
grassroots foundation for the party," he
said. "The key is, people have to be

involved. It just takes time. Minor parties don't have legacy because they focus
on an issue. We're going to face the same
hurdles, except we're moderates."
That will not be a problem with the
Renaissance Party, he insisted.
"Orlando's the key," he said, pointing
out that the party is first trying to take
local offices. Beginning, apparently, with
the mayor's post.
With Bill Frederick, Orlando's mayor
of two terms preparing to step down, the
opportunity for a small, independent
party such as the Renaissance Party is
too tempting to ignore.
Therefore, party member Anthony
Ginesi is throwing his hat into the ring
for that office. An independent subcontractor and assistant football coach at Colonial High School, Ginesi has lived in Or-lando for nearly two decades.
Calazzo and other party members
have been busy drumming up attention
from several local media sources, including The Orlando Sentinel and Clive Thomas' talk radio show.
In · an interview earlier this year,
Calazzo told Laurie Krock ofthe Osceola
News-Gazette, "this is the first educa-

tion party in the nation's history.
''The thing that makes us unique is
that we are an education party," he
said. "And we are a moderate party.
Most people are moderate on the majority
of the issues and that's what we are.~
He also believes personal involvement,
not passivity, is the primary difference
driving the Renaissance Party.
According to its own literature, the
party is "rooted closely to the Constitution of the United States. As an alternative party, the Renaissance Party is
'For the People, By the People, With
the People and Ar-e the People."'
· "The people are the government,"
Caiazzo said. "We want to reinstall the
faithin govemment(as a process rather
than a controlling body).''
Although some observers might feel
that the Renaissance Party is thinking
too small, Colazzo disputes that notion
by pointing out that our own nation
began after the Federalist Papers were
drawn up by three ofAmerica's ''foundingfathers," James Madison, Alexander
Hamilton and John Jay.
- "Everygoodideainhistorywas started
by three or less people," he quipped.

Student helps UCF to save funds
by Roslbel Monserrate
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Small ideas add up to big savings.
Michelle Humphries, an environmental engineering major, found a way to
save UCF about $575 annually.
Working as a student safety assistant in the Environmental Health and
Safety office, Humphries is responsible
for purchasing new first-aid kits and
restocking old ones.
To cope with the limited resources
available due to budget cuts, she suggested the office purchase plastic storage boxes and fill them with supplies
bought in bulk.
She submitted her suggestion to the
Incentive/Efficiency Program, which
awards efforts to save the university and
the State University System money.

Humphries was the first UCF student to
submit a suggestion to the program.
"It's part of my job," Humphries said.
"I'm not trying to be cheap, but why pay
more than you have to, especially with
the state's budget?"
Humphries was awarded a plaque by
UCF Preside~t John Hitt at an IEP
luncheon April 16.
Faculty, staff, students or anyone
else can take part in the program submitting their money saving ideas to the
IEP office.
According to Tim Watterson, IEP
manager, UCF has received 235 suggestions and 58 have been adopted.
The university's total annual sa~
ings amount to nearly $250,000.
To encourage suggestions, UCF has
awarded more than $26,000 in cash to
program participants.

Michelle Humphries was awarded a plaque by President Hitt at a luncheon
April 16. Her innovative idea saves UCF $575 a year. (Courtesy Tim Watterson)

LIGHT
FROM PAGE 32

Corrections
InthelastissueofTheCentralFloridaFuture,VictorColazzo'sname
was misspelled in our front page stoiy, "Athletics department buys
supplies with Arena funds." Also, the interior rendering of the
proposed Student Union shown on page 3 was printed upside down.

City of Light is to "try to rally the
community behind the spirit of
volunteerism," according to Chris
Marlin. He is the public relations
director for Student Government
as well as the youngest member of
theCityofLight'sMedia-Communications leadership Council.
"A City of Light is a cohesive
network," Marlin said. Its purpose is to get "Orlando on its feet
in terms ofvolunteerism."
"Everyone has a gift,," said
Brenda Simmons, an administrative support executive on loan at
the City of Light volunteer office.
"Someone hasaneedforthatgift."
She is one of 17 executives on
loan, temporarily working in the
City of Light office while being
paid by her regular employer.
The Celebration, a "gathering of community spirit" will
lasting from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Thursday, is a "galvanizing of
ideas," according to Eddie Harris, on loan from the City of
Orlando. He said they will be
''laying down the foundation" at

The Celebrationfor"hours spent
forming and planning the City
of Light movement."
"I believe in the human spirit
and the human condition, helping
your fellow man," Harris said. "I
was brought up that way."
'This is the best thingthat ever
happened to this country," he
added. "We now can volunteer
with a more concentrated, concerted effort, a clearly defined focus, solving social issues essential
to the quality of life."
On Sep. 28, President Bush
talked about "Points of Light," ordinarypeopledoingextraordinary
things,~etherinoneplace,

a "Community of Light." According to Bush, "In a 'Community
of Light,' people would discover
the fulfillment that comes with
helping others. Everyone will
be sought after for their own
gifts-for each person has something to share."
"Together, we'll find a way to
unite this country, not through
our fears, but through our good
works," Bush added.
OnSep.30FrederickandNunis
accepted Bush's challenge for Orlando to be America's first City of

Light by saying, "Mr. President,
you put it best when you said,
'From now on in America, any
definition of a sureessful life must
include serving others.' That's
what the community 9f the next
centwywillbe, and we in Orlando
want to lead the movement"
Marlin said that now it is
time for the community to "get
this thing off the ground and
make it a reality." He is just one
of many who participated in
4,000 hours of' design shop" sessions, to learn about the City of
Light and brainstorm ways to
get the message out. He said
that more firm plans for action
involving UCF will come out of
Thursday's celebration.
"UCF has a pretty good resource of volunteerism," Har- •
ris said.
·The Celebration costs $85 to
attend. The price includes three
meals, all materials and
daycare, if needed. The City of
Light does not want to exclude
anyone because of "financial
limitations," so a monthly payment plan is available. Call the
City of Light offiee at 425-1234
for information.
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Nation mourns the
passing of two
American legends

L

ast w_e ek marked the passing of two
American icons, two men, each named
William, who left an indelible mark on their
individual ·fields of endeavor. Strangely
enough, the two fields were stock car racing
and satire, respectively.
We are speaking about William H.G. ''Bill"
France, the founder of NASCAR, and William
Maxwell Gaines, publisher of Mad magazine.
"Big Bill" France came to Daytona Beach in
.1934. Legend has it that his car broke down in
Daytona and that while looking for a mechanic,
he simply decided to stay. France, however,
while admitting the story made for good folklore, liked to remind people that he was a
mechanic and was quite capable of repairing
his or any other car if the need arose. Whatever
his reasons, France did stay and was responsible for transforming that sleepy, seaside city
into the stock car racing capital of the world.
France founded NASCAR in 1947, bringing
legitimacy to a sport that had previously been
dominated by hillbillies and moonshine-runners. He built his first super-speedway in
Darlington, S.C., in 1950 and followed that up
with two more, Daytona in 1959 and Talledega,
Ala., in 1969.
France was a visionary who founded a racing
empire. He was host to presidents, celebrities
and many foreign heads of state, and he will be
missed by millions of race fans worldwide.
William Gaines introduced the world to a .
freckle-faced, gap-toothedgoofballnamedAlfred
E. Neuman - sort of a mixture between
Charlie Brown and Beaver Cleaver, an American "everyman" - through his publication,
Mad magazine. ·
Mad has been the prototype for just about all
political and social satire since and established the
sense ofhumor for several ensuing generations.
Gaines epitomized satirical excellence, not
at all an easy undertaking. Satire has to be
done well to be successful. The fact that Mad
has been around for more than 40 years speaks
strongly to the . enduring appeal of the·
magazine's content.
Nothing was beyond his lampooning eye,
especially himself. In fact, his Neuman character has been promoted as a presidential candicUite every year since 1956 - perhaps 1992 is
finally Alfred's year.
When Gaines started Mad, the editors ofTime
magazine saidit was silly and stupid Nearly three
decades later, Time purcruised Games' "stupid"
little publication for a number with a whole lot of
zeros behind it. There are probably no two more
representative examples ofAmericana than stock
car racing and Mad magazine.
People liked what France and Gaines gave to
them.
They will be missed.
News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
·Photo Editor
Art Director
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Savannah Miller
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Orlando: 1st City of Hype...er, Light
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT
omorrow is the day thaf Orlando celebrates its
status as an official, government-approved "City
of Hype" - excuse me, "City of Light."
It is an honor that has been blared all over the city,
perhaps cryptically, by means ofbillboards and media kits
emblazoned with the log0 "&U." I say''perhaps cryptically"
since nwnerous people hav_e passed by the nwnerous
billboards, looked at them and said, ''What the...?''
If you are one of those, the "&U'' logo is an artistic
rendering with a long, drawn-out explanation about
being"symbolic of the spirit we seek to create with the
help of each and every citizen, through your place of
worship, your business, your neighborhood,'& U'."
Anyway, I'll leave that to the PR people.
The title "City of Light" is an extrapolation of George
Bush's points-of-light routine that he started on his
inauguration day.
The . idea behind this was (I assumed) that the
government did not have the funding resources to
handle all of our nation's social problems. However, if
each individual citizen went out ofhis or her way to help
one, maybe two or more other citizens in trouble, then
slowly, ever so slowly, we would find that these problems would be attended to without government intervention or spending.
·
A most noble idea - sort ofa variation on the ''Think
globally, act locally" qumper stickers. However, something seems to have gotten out of hand here.
Now we have Orlando with its nonprofit City of
Light something or other, a group that is putting on the
"Celebration" of Orlando's presidentially-decreed City
of Light status. City of Light's press kits are none too
clear about who or what is paying for salaries, facilities
and what-have-you.
They do, however, have some sort of staff. And an
office. And a fax machine. I know there's a fax machine
because it says so right on the stationery. I also know
there is a staffbecause everyday a message is delivered
via the fax from the Whiro House with a list of that
day's "Point of Light" recipients.
Here is individual community action at its finest. In

T
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the Central Florida area, for example, we have Points
of Light #36, #122, #612, #567 and #518.
How much more personal can you get?
. Ofcourse, this is probably to be ~xpected from an outfit
that approves (and pays an "artist" for) a logo that incorporaros an ampersand (perhaps the most corporat.e of all
symbols) as representative of individual action.
And the funniest thing about it all (or least funny,
depending on how you view these things) is that the people
at City of Light apparently don't really DO anything.
Oh, they have meetings and send faxes and attend
lunches and celebrations, but, ifyou're down on your luck
or if you want to volunteer your skills, don't bother calling
this bunch. They have no idea where to refer you.
"City of Light'' is OK, but not quite right.
· "City of Lite" would probably be better- as in "lite"
beer or Spam ''lite" or "lite" potato chips, as in things
with form but no substance, mass but no weight.
Don't misunderstand - I applaud those people who
volunteer their time, energy, and skill to assist those
who are in need. I believe that these people deserve all
sorts of thanks and ·recognition, certainly more than a.
"#'' attached to their name.
What I have a problem with is the government
saying that individuals have to sacrifice because the
money isn't there and then that same government
bankrolling a bunch ofadministrators and PR/ad people
to schmooze the citizenry and each other into thinking
that they are actually doing something when it is
obvious they are doing nothing more than congratulating themselves and not the people actually putting
forth the effort to help.
One thing we can thank the City of Light for is that
gruesome mess of a structure called the Tower of Light
that sits outside ofthe new City Hall like a large, pointy
magnet that's attracted shards of glass from several
directions and sources. I can't wait for the next hail
storm; the thing is a lawsuit waiting to happen.
Actually, though, it could be a start on a real City of
Light-type campaign.
Why don't we get the city to hire some of those street
-people that usually stagger up to cars in traffic trying
to wash windows for spare change. We can have one
· clean the tower each day and then pay the individual
with a hot meal and a place to crash.
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Computer talk fulfi11s foreign language requireinent
Francis J. Allman
THINK ABOUT IT
very now and then I start thinking I'm a pretty
smart guy. I mean, I read a lot, my grades are
good, I got accepted to UCF (stop laughing!),
and, most importan.tly, my mom is constantly telling
me how smart I am.
Whenever this "smart guy" feeling comes over me,
however, all I need to do to have the cold foot ofreality
come crashing down on my throat is sit down at a
computer, any computer.
I hate computers, and I can tell you unequivocally
that they hate me,too.
What I know about computers you could fit in the
head of a honeybee. Of course, if anyone was to violate
a bee in such a cruel manner, that unfortunate bee
would probably not only fly backward, it would fly
upside down, too.
I've really tried to get a grip on this computer stuff,
but most of my problem is that I got a late start on it.
When computers first became popular, I had no ·
conception ofhow they worked. I figured that eventu-

E

•
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"
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ally they would make one that even an idiot (like me)
could use. So I waited. Well, I'm told that the day I
have waited so long for has come.
Supposedly, computers are now so easy to use that
anyone with an IQ above their shoe size can do wondrous things with them. _
That people can (and do) do wondrous things with
theni, I cannot argue. I have seen many of these
computer miracles with my own eyes. I, however,
consider it a miracle ifl can turn the damn thing on. I
get a bit uneasy thinking that my IQ is down to 111/2,
but at least I'm not in the singie digits yet.
One of thP. most annoying things about being computer illiterate is that no one believes you when you tell
them you are. I was in the Mac lab recently, trying to
scan in some text. Someone told me it would make my
life easier (since I can't type either). I approached the
attendant and said something like, "I really don't know
a thing about computers."
He smiled and said, "Right. Just grab your mouse,
drag it down to the icon and double-click ."
That one kept me guessing for 20 minutes.
It is sort oflike when I go to play golf. I al ways tell the
other guys I'm playing with that I can't hit the ball
worth a crap. Usually they say, "Neither can we," and

then they promptly proceed to whack 300 yard drives.
We have a whole bunch ofcomputers at the newspaper. I have been there going on eight months, and I still
have to ask people how to do things on those damn
machines. Ofcourse with the system we have,you have
to know passwords to touch the computer or it will
shout obscenities at you in computer language.
Partoftheproblem,Ithink,isthatwhenldogethelp
from peop1e,-they usually end up just doing the task for
me, and doing it at something close to warp nine, so I
never actually learn how to do anything.
I tried to look at one of the computer manuals we
keep on a shelf with some other books that no one ever
reads, but I would have an easier time getting through
the Illiad - in the original Greek.
The worst thing is that, bejng a college student, I can't
live without a computer. I have one on my desk at home. I
try to write great and awe-inspiring things on it. Usually I
end up staring at it with a contemptuous eye, waiting for
the day when I can shout, "See if you can locate this!" as I
bring a sledgehammer crashing down on it.
In the end I guess I am doomed to languish in the
doldrums of computer hell, looking for windows and
digging for things I mistakenly threw in the trash.
Sucks to be me.

R.K.S.

, Men short on proficiency, expertise in oral skills
Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
)

The.Female
COMMUNiCAT10NS
SYSTEM

The.Male...
COMMUNlCATlONS
SYSTEM

T

oday's topic for guys is: ·communicating With
Women.
If there's one thing that women find unsatisfactory about guys - and I base this conclusion on an
extensive scientific study of the pile of Cosmopolitan
magazines where I get my hair cut- it is that guys do
not communicate enough.
This problem has arisen in my own personal relationship with my wife, Beth. I'll be readingthe newspa, per, and the phone will ring; I'll answer it, listen for 10
minutes, hang up, and resume reading. Finally Beth
will say: "Who was that?"
And I'll say: "Phil Wonkerman's inom."
Phil is an old friend we haven't heard from in 17
years.
And Beth will say, ''Well?"
And I'll say, "Well what?"
And Beth will say, ''What did she SAY?"
And I'll say, "She said Phil is fine," making it clear by
) my tone of voice that, although I do not wish to be rude,
I AM trying to read the newspaper here, and I happen
to be right in the middle of an important panel of
"Calvin and Hobbs."
But Beth, ignoring this, will say, "That's ALL she
said?"
And she will not let up. She will continue to ask
district-attorney-style questions, forcing me to recount the conversation until she's satisfied that she
has the entire story, which is that Phil just got out of
prison after serving a sentence for a murder he
committed when he became a drug addict because of
the guilt he felt when his wife died in a freak submarine accident while Phil was having an affair with a
nun, but now he's all straightened out and has a good
job as a trapeze artist and is almost through with the
surgical part of his sex change and just became
happily engaged to marry a prominent member of

·!!. 1992 Tribune Media Serv1ce5, Irie
All R1ghls Res ervE>d

The New Kids On The Block, so in other words he is
fine, which is EXACTLY what I told Beth in the first
place, but is that enough? No. She wants to hear
EVERY SINGLE DETAIL.
We have some good friends, Buzz and Libby,
whom we see about twice a y·e ar. When we get
together, Beth and Libby always wind up in a conversation, lasting several days, during which they discuss virtually every significant event that has occurred in their lives and the lives of those they care
about, sharing their innermost feelings, analyzing
and probing, inevitably coming to a deeper understanding of each other, and a strengthening of a
cherished friendship. Whereas Buzz and I watch the
playoffs.
_
This is not to say Buzz and I don't share our feelings.
Sometimes we get quite emotional.
"That's not a FOUL??" one of us will say.
Or: "You're telling me THAT'S NCYr A FOUL???''
I don't mean to suggest that all we talk about is
sports. We also discuss, openly and without shame,

w}_-iatkind of pizza we·need to order. We have a fine time
together, but we don't have heavy conversations, and
sometimes, after the visit is over, I'm surprised to learn
- from Beth, who learned it from Libby - that there
has recently been some new wrinlde in Buzz's life, such
as that he now has an artificial leg.
(For the record, Buzz does NOT have an artificial leg. At least he didn't mention anything
about it to me.)
I have another good friend, Gene, who's going
through major developments in his life. Our families
recently spent a weekend together, during which
Gene and I talked a lot and enjoyed each other's
company immensely. In that entire time, the most
intimate personal statement he made to me is that
he has reached Level 24 of a video game called
"Arkanoid." He has even seen the Evil Presence,
although he refused to tell me what it looks like.
We're very close, but there is a limit.
I know what some of you are saying. You're saying
my friends and I are Neanderthals, and a lot of guys are
different. This is true. A lot of guys don't use words at
ALL. They communicate entirely by nonverbal methods, such as sharing bait.
But my point, guys, is that you must communicate
on a deeper level with a woman, particularly if you are
married to her. Open up. Don't assume that she knows
what you're thinking. This will be difficult for guys at
first, so it would help if you women would try to "Read
between the lines" in determining what the guy is
trying to communicate:
'
GUY STATEME~: "Do we have any peanut butter?"
INNER GUY MEANING: "I hate my job."
GUY STATEMENT: "Is this all we have? Crunchy?"
INNER GUY MEANING: "I'm not sure I want to
stay married."
If both genders work together, you can have a
happier, healthier relationship, but the responsibility
rests with you, guys, who must sincerely ... hey, guys,
I'mTALKIN G to you here. Put down the sports section,
OK? HEY! GUYS!

J. ,
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2B/1.5B on 5 acres. Fenced. Private
Road. UCF Area. 365-3425

ROOMMATES
2 Roommates needed - Quiet 3/2
House, 10 min from UCF. W/O, D/W,
cable, Maid. $210/$175 month + 1/3
utility Nonsmokers Only Avail Now 3803673

M/F needed to share 38R 2BA w/pool
$300 + 1/3 ph, Ut, Ca. Have washer/
Dryer need some furn. 10 min. from
UCF Alafaya Wds. We're cool you
should be too. Call 366-4721 Arthur or
Mark

On Campus Housing for summer term
$200 a month Call today 872-0373
BEDRM frnshed Kitchen tacit. $210 mo.
1/3 util 1st mo. dep No Smoking Ref.
Fairways Approx. 5 mi. fm UCF Shirley
3-2175 I 281-6533 after 1:30

FOR SALE

$220/mo for own BR in 2BR Apt 500
yds from UCF. $100 dep '.I- 1/2 util, 1
mo notice. Air, laundry, pool. Call Jim
380-8609.

It spells, corrects, saves on disk, gives
synonyms-It's a Personal Word Processor (Smith Corona PWP960) w/ a
9" monitor & detachable keyboard for
only $350. In top condition! 857-3029
'Rissa

3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
Beautiful 2B 2B Duplex Near Dean Rd
& 436 Shopping Restaurants Access to
E/W $400 per month $300 Deposit Day
648-5136 Eve 886-7282

HELP WANTED
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

Going to Gainesville? 3BR 2BA Condo
2 mi. from Campus. I 95 1 mile Assume $48,000 10% MTG $56,900,
Call 380-3564

*Sherwood Forest*

'79 CHEVET Must Sell
Call 365-8092

Across from UCF. 2BD/28TH/Avail. August. Washer/Dryer/Ceiling Fans No
Pets 332-7679 Eves/647-6454 Day

M/F Roommate needed for a huge BR
with inside Bathroom New Duplex w/
new furniture, garage, 2 mil from UCF,
Must be clean 679-4812 Bill

FREE APARTMENT
LOCATOR SERVICE
RATES• AVAILABILITY• SPECIALS
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

AUTOS
I

Duplex 2BR/2BA. Amenities-W/D, Fans,
Garage, A/C&Heat-$550 mo. 365-9244

Room available through August in 3
Bdrm 2-1/2Bth townhouse 2 mi. from
UCF. $235/mo.+ 1/3 utils.
282-8291 after 7pm

FOR RENT

IBM PC Compatibles@ Wholesale Prices w/ Manufacturer's Warranties 6783009

Waitresses Needed - No Exp Required
Good Tips, Friendly Environment
Loon Hua Chinese Restaurant
1202 N Semoran Blvd. Call 275-0776
TELEMARKETERS
- BENEFIT TICKET SALES
START TODAY
$6.25 HR, GUARANTEED 40 HRS.
.$7.25/HR AFTER 30 DAYS.
MEDICAL BENEFITS + EXCELLENT
BONUS INCENTIVES
Year round, full & part time positions
avail. 1:30 to 9pm, Monday-Friday;
Sun, 5-8pm. Stop hearing about what
you could make & get it guaranteed.
Call 657-0048 Univ Blvd I 436 Area.
.YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!

Couch & Chair - Brown $75 OBO
John@658-8919.
Washburn Electric Guitar: Locking Nut
Tremelo System, EMG Pickup, Sounds
Excellent.$250 Call 366-6070
Couch, Loveseat, Color TV & Dining
Room Set, Excellent Condition All for
$750 Call David at 381-5502
Bonus $500
3 Bedroom 2 Bath 2 Car Garage
Model Home Condition Excellent Buy
Real Estate Pro June 380-2800 8510219 $73,500

ATIEN Tl ON: Excellent income for
home assembly work. INFO. 504-6461700. DEPT. P307
ART DIRECTOR - Need a creative student with an interest in graphic design
and commercial art to operate a publication art department. Experience in
computer illustration desired but will train
right person. Call 823-6397.
Housecleaning Weekly
Call Christine 827-1227

Flexible Hours. Bright Happy Person
needed to Care for 5th Grader. Must
have car. Christine 827-1227
Students & Grads
Owner seeking individuals who want to
gain experience in sales, mgmt, and
businss field while attending college. Will
train from ground level and work with
you to assure success in school & business. Only focused & determied individuals need apply. Send resume to Mr.
Bollacker, 140 N. Westmonte Dr. Ste.
206, Altamonte Spgs., FL 32714 or
Call 657-7404

6

aid, or scholarships. GUARANTEED!
- SCHOLARSHIPS UNLIMITED, 4524
Curry Ford Rd. Suite 296, ORLANDO,
FL 32812 • (407) 382-0789

TYPISTS
I

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Wanted Summer Nannie.for 7 year old.
Will trade Room and Board 365-9815

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. mM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

WANTED

Fast* Professional* Accurate

Toy Trains: Lionel, American Flyer,
Marx, Ho, N - Prof. Hartman: 823-2317

KCO INC Typing/WP/OP/$1.50-$2.00
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735
Fast and Economical. As low as $1.50/
p. Professional Resumes 678-8887

SERVICES
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE NOW! Guaranteed$. For info reply to ScholarSearch, Box 163133,
Altamonte Springs, FL 32716-3133.
CASH FOR NICE CLEAN
FURNITURE
TOP PRICES PAID
ALSO AVAILABLE GOOD FURNITURE AT LOW RATES. WE OFFER
SMALL MOVING AND DELIVERY
SERVICES CALL 359-8888
Student Financial Assistance
Results Guaranteed!
Call 1-004-276-4118
STUDENTS: Does the high cost of education have you in a slump? Learn
how you can receive grants, financial

TUTORS
TUTOR - Alg., Trig., Cale I & II
Call Mike at 859-2972

CLASSIFIED INFO
•35 Characters Per line
• $0.75 per line: UCF Students, Staff,
. & Faculty $1.50 per line:
Non-Students & Businesses •Boldface
& Underline Double Line Rate •Prepayment Only
Stop By The Central Florida Future
Business Office (9am-4pm) or Mail Ad
w/Prepayment to :
The Central Florida Future,
Attn: Cathy Comia, Classifieds,
P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, FL 32816
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·''_$.atu!.fi,flY Nigf1t ·
Hollday Inn I Research Park
10K Rollerblade Roll I 7:00 PM
Reeb.Ok Graphlite SK Run I 7:30 f'M
Reebok 1 Mile Fun Run/Walk I 7:35 PM
followed by Jazz Concert

Sunday Morning .
Lake Clare
UCF
Rizzi Wildman Triathlon I 7:30 AM
Rizzi Wildkids Triathlon 19:30 AM
followe·d by a Massive Picnic
& Awards Ceremony

Sure air bags work great in frontend collisions, but only a safety
belt can protect you from side and
rear-end collisions. So buckle up.
And you'll cover all the angles.

YOU COULD LEARN AlDT FROM AOUMI«
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BElJ.
For more
call the Altbag Chllci
800-424-9393
mformalHX!,

&

Safely Hotline.·

f!t!I A Public SeNce 01

. ~~ Th1s Put>J1catJOn

American Red Cross

I

Arbour Village Apartn1ents
Arbour Village .•. Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.

'

The freshness of country living with the _convenience of
urban'.-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Aroour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.
• 2 laundry facilities

.2 swimming pools
.Professional management
•Exercise Room

.Oversized walk-in closets
• Small pets accepted
• VolleybalV 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

• FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE .
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

Call for more
information!
·ucF-5841

J>BVANEY'S
· Eatery & Sports Pub

--

7660 University Blvd
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600

Wednesday

Saturday

LATE NIGHT ROCK NITE
$ 2.50 - 33oz Live Rock & Roll
Domestic Draft
with
of your choice.
5 for $5.00
Karoke
Buckets Of.
at 10 p.m
Drink early - Sing later Rolling Rock

'
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. Skinny Puppy t.a1ks music prior to Edge show
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

sition to animal experimentation. That particular album
STAFF REPORTER
was a masterpiece of surrealistic and shocking soundscapes,
W i t h the release of eerie synthesizers and
Last Rights, Skinny samples, explosive drums, and
Puppy continues to break noise experimentation.
The Al Jourgensen (Minnew ground, taking us on a
istry)-dominated
Rabies
journey through the human
was released in 1989 and,
mind.
Since its beginning in 1983 with it, the Puppies seemed
with a sonic disturbance called to be swamped by internal
Back and Forth, Skinny Puppy and external problems.
It is now 1992, and the world
(cevin Key, Ogre, and,joiningin
1986, Dwayne Goettel) has cre- seems on the verge of chaos and
ated
harsh
electronic anarchy, making Skinny
soundscapes that literally rede- Puppy's music all the more relfine the "industrial" label that evant.
so many mistakenly categorize
Last Rights is the band's
them under.
eighth and possibly last release.
Because Skinny Puppy is TQ listen to Last Rights is to dive
from Vancouver, an area rela- into the human psyche and to
tively isolated from the alter- experience life's many trials ..
Even keyboardist Goettel's
native music scene, Goettel
views the "industrial" label as view of the creative process beone that "was used to repre- hind the newest album reflects
sent a new, cool, music. But a modem attitude.
now it's polluted."
"It's like having sex with
With Bites (1984) and Re- someone and then not talking
mission (1986), Skinny Puppy about it afterward," he said.
continued to define and refine
Is this the last venture for
its sound.
the Puppies?
The release of Mind: The
"It is probably the last record
Perpetual Intercourse in 1987 onNettwerk," answered Goettel.
on Capital finally brought 'We will probably continue on
Skinny Puppy national atten- Capital. It deperids what haption and recognition.
With pens with the tour. If the band
1988's VIVIsectVI, Skinny does well, we will continue."
Puppy took its harsh sonic
TheworldtourbeginsinJune
wash to the world of and promises to be both quite
sociopolitical concerns, concen- extensive and intense. The show
trating on its members' oppo- will be quite visual, but Goettel
by Dan FuUer

Members of Skinny Puppy pose with the decapitated head of a pig in anticipation of the
band's potential Last Rights show. ceourtesyJS10BHAN O'KEEFE)
wouldn't say what exactly is in
store. He did, however, note
that the band tries to make the
usually sterile nature of sequenced electronic music. exiting and flexible by doing a good
majority of the show live.
'We owe a lot to (computers)," Goettel said. 'We have
been using the computer since
1987 andnowarestartingtoget
to the limits."
What about that mysterious
track 10 onLastRights that just
does not exist? Well, the track

was an instrumental using
samples from a Timothy Leary
record. After securing permission from Leary to record the
piece, it seems the record label
the recording was on had lastminutereservationsandrefused
toallowpermission.Ratherthan
waste time and money, the band
simply pulled the track but left
the label untouched.
Around the time_ofRabi.es, rumorsflewooncemingsingerOgre's
drugproblemsandhisassOciation
with Mini819's Al Jourgensen,

Negtected Williams' play burns downto~ Chmnber 1nusic series

'Tiger Tail' excellent vehicle for
• new Orlando actress Hayden
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

.
•

whose own drug use is notorious.
"Ogre's (problems) are not a
secret,"Goettelconceded. "He is
inaking up his mind and dealing with things. Time will tell.
Ogre has gone through a ridiculous and disgusting time."
Skinny Puppy will perform
at The Edge on June 20 with
Godflesh as the opening band.
It may not be a show for a nice,
quiet, romantic evening, butit will
be a show you will never forget
because it won't let you.
·Reality is stranger than fiction.

by Bill Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

"Life has reversals of fortune in it," proclaims Silva
Vacarro (James Zelley) during Tennessee Williams'
play 'Tiger Tail." He should know .
As the play opens, Vacarro's Syndicate Cotton Gin
has been burned down, apparently by an arsonist or
what Vacarro calls "the evil spirits that haunt the
human heart."
There are, of course, plenty of those evil spirits in this
play - as there seem to be in all ofWilliams' work - not
the least ofwhich is Archie Lee Meighan (John Maynard),
the drunken, domineering, down-on-his-luck local ofTiger
Tail county. Meighan, the arsonist Vacarro is lookingfor at
the same time he is forced to subcontract his orders to the
man,has aprettyyoungwife, Baby Doll (Jennifer Hayden),
who shuns his touch.
As with much of Williams' work, this play is pervaded with the domineering sexi,sm ofits men and the
dramatic, aristocratic Southern belle. However, Baby Silva (James Zelley) seduces Baby Doll (Jennifer
Doll is a woman who wants her independence even Hayden) in ''Tiger Tail." (CourtesyfTHEATRE oowNTOWN)
though she "can't even count change."
Besides the characters, kudos go to Crispin Shank
lfltimately, it is Baby Doll who controls her own fate
with a sexual liaison with Vacarro that drives Archie Lee and Jeff Miller. Shank's set depicting the Meighan
into a jealous rage so great that he ends up in jail. Hayden house was a near-perfect- personification of Archie
noted that, in Tennessee Williams, "women are really the Lee's personal character while Miller's soundwork adds
a dimension to the show extending far beyond the
strongest characters; [they] hold things together."
Certainly, Hayden, a newcomer to the Central Florida confines of the stage.
Equally important is the work director Frank
area from Ohio, anchors an equally strong cast of
veteran local actors in this show. In fact, her perfor- Hilgenberg and the board of Theatre Downtown put in
mance as the child-growing-into-woman is worth the securing the rights to perform 'Tiger Tail," one of the
price of the show alone. She is, however, not alone in playwright's most neglected works, yet one that is
every bit as powerful as some ofhis more famous work.
giving a stellar performance.
Maynard's Archie Lee is a frightening and repulsive
man who can cause an audience to cringe as he fondles
his young wife. Zelley's depiction of the manipulative
and sexual Vacarro shows elements ofRobert DeNiro's
Max Cady. While Vacarro is a more subtle beast than
Archie Lee, he is nonetheless equally unnerving.

continues at museUlll
by Andrea Herndon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The annual Music Orlando Concert Series kicked off
its second season in May with a series of three concerts
that end this Sunday. The concerts feature local musicians, including some from the Florida Symphony Orchestra, and the pieces selected require only small
ensembles, ranging from two to eight people.
For its opening performances, the program offered a varied blend of composers from different
periods, all anchored by the final Mozart piano
piece. Featured on the bill were selections by Rossini,
George Gershwin and Dvorak. ·
On Sunday the series continued and again featured Mozart and Rossini along with Mendelssohn
and Beethoven. The remaining concert, to be performed this coming Sunday, includes a program of
more eclectic selections, with pieces from Francaix,
Berkeley and Thuille .
All performances begin at 4 p.m. and are held in
the Sunbank Auditorium of the Orlando Art Museum. Although individual ticket prices are $15,
there is a student rate of $10.
Music Orlando is anon-profit organization staffed
by volunteers. It depends solely upon donations and
ticket sales for its operating funds. As well as performing, the musicians decide upon which music
will be showcased during the concert series.
Suellen Fagin, vice president of Music Orlando
and a local attorney, began the annual event last
year to promote the local talent of various musicians. She also has a master's in music and sings in
the Rollins College chapel.
Her job with Music Orlando includes promoting
the business organization, handling publicity, working with the musicians to set up dates for the yearly
event and fundraising.
"I like working with the musicians," she said.
"This is the most enjoyable thing for me. It is
gratifying for me because I am into music also."
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UCF takes 15th in NCAA golf championship
Knights play well in first two rounds, but poor
play in final two rounds costs team Top 1Ofinish
the tournament.
"It was a great field, and
pleased
STAFF REPORTER
with the fact that we made the cut,"
The Knights took 15th place in the NCAA Shumaker said. "We played well early in
Division I Men's Golf Championship.
the tournament, which was good for us; <.
The tournament was held on June 3- we usually start slow."
Shumaker made some adjustments
6 at the Championship Golf Course at
the University of New Mexico.
to the team going into the third round
Covering four days, the tournament hoping to move it up in the rankings.
was played on a par 72 course with the Both the coach and players felt they
field being narrowed from 30 teams to 15 could finish in the top five.
teams after three rounds.
"We took a lot of chances over the
UCF finished the first round in 10th final two days hoping to slip into the
place but dipped to 11th aftop eight," Shumaker said.
ter the second round. The ~~~~~~~~~ "Some of those chances
team took a big slide after
"Overall, it was paid off, and some orthem
the third round to 15th and
didn't. Overall, it was a
/
just barely made the cut.
a good year tOr good year for us, especially (
UCF finished with a total of
US. ,,
after the poor start we had
1,184, 32 over par.
in the fall."
Hans Strom-Olsen regThe University of Ariistered the top finish for
• Mike Shumaker zona took first place in the
the Knights, tying for 50th
UCF GOLF COACH
finals with a record total
with a four-day total of293
score of 1129, 23 strokes
(+5). Robert Damron tied
under par.
for 55th with 294 strokes (+6).
Arizona State finished second and
"I was very disappointed with my- Oklahoma State took third, followed
self," Damron said. "But fm satisfied by Nevada-Las Vegas, Georgia Tech
and T~xas.
with my first year."
Alex Baillie finished in a tie for 60th at
Phil Mickelson from Arizona State won
295 (+7), Paul Bastien shot 305 (+17) the individual title with a total score of271, <
and Jon Cowgill finished with a score of 17 under par, tying the NCAA record.
307 (+19).
Mickelson's first-place finish makes him
''We played really poor in the last two only the second person in NCAA hist.ory to
rounds," Damron said. "It was good that win three individual titles.
we got our bad rounds after the cut."
This is the third consecutive year
Knights' head coach Mike Shumaker that the Knights have made the NCAA (
was more optimistic about the finish in finals. Last year UCF placed 12th.

by Jenny Duncanson

Jon Cowgill looks as perplexed as the Knights must have felt during the final
two rounds of the NCAA Gott Championship. (Michael oeHoe>gFUTURE)

293

294
60. Alex Baillie

74-71-74-76 ::
~~:~';:.

295
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UCF Coach Joe Dean to
conduct summer camp
sive basketball skills. Under
Dean's
supervision, students
SPORTS EDITOR
will learn the fundamentals of
Summer may be here, but dribbling, passing and shooting.
school isn't out yet.
In addition to learning the
Running
physical asKnights head
pects of the
game of bascoach Joe
Dean will be
ketball, Dean
conducting
hopes his stuhis third andents will develop the posinual UCF
tive mental
Summer
attitude neeBasketball
essary to be a
School at the
winner both
UCF Arena
on and off the
beginning
court.
next week.
"Teaching
The school
will consist of
these kids
two sessions, each lasting for one how to play basketball can
week. The first will begin on Mon- help them develop self-confiday and run through June 19.
dence to be successful in all
ThesecondwillrunfromJune aspects oftheir lives-notjust
22 through June 26. School will in basketball," Dean said. "We
be in session each day from 9 want to instill in these kids a
a.m. to 4 p.m.
belief that there's nothing they
"Basketball camps like this can't accomplish if they put
are not uncommon at state uni- their minds to it."
versities," Dean said. ''We had
''We would like to see these
them when I was at Kentucky kids become ambassasdors in
and at Alabama-Birmingham; the community and become fans
so we decided to start one here of UCF basketball. This is our
atUCF.
way ofgiving something back to
''The past two camps have the community and to UCF"
been pretty popular here and
The cost of the camp, which
we've had about 350 students includes lunches, a camp bassign up for this one."
ketball and a T-shirt, is $125.
The purpose of the school is
For a brochure and registrahelp boys eight-15 years old hone tion information, contact Dean
both their offensive and defen- at 823-5805.
by Dave Meadows
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